Come Paint With Us!
AN INTRODUCTION TO DECORATIVE PAINTING

BRUSHSTROKE GUIDE

PRESSURE STROKE WITH ROUND BRUSH
1. Press
2. Pull, lift to taper
3. Lift off

COMMA STROKE WITH ROUND BRUSH
1. Press
2. Pull and release pressure
3. Relax up on point
4. Slide into the tail

COMMA STROKE WITH FLAT BRUSH
1. Press
2. Pull down at an angle to one side
3. Slide on chisel, reversing direction
1. Press
2. Pull down
3. Pivot chisel 90°
4. Slide on chisel

FAN STROKE - ROUND BRUSH
1. Press
2. Fan brush open
3. Push forward
4. Pull back, releasing pressure

C-STROKE - ROUND BRUSH OR LINER
1. Slide on brush tip to one side
2. Pull down with pressure
3. Release pressure and slide on tip
1. Slide up on brush tip
2. Pull across with pressure
3. Slide down on brush tip
1. Slide down on brush tip
2. Pull across with pressure
3. Slide up on brush tip
BRUSHSTROKE GUIDE

C-STROKE - FLAT BRUSH

1. Slide to one side on chisel
2. Pull down
3. Slide back to one side on chisel

S-STROKE - FLAT BRUSH

1. Slide down on an angle on the chisel
2. Pull down, reversing direction
3. Slide down on an angle on the chisel

S-STROKE - ROUND BRUSH OR LINER

1. Slide down on an angle on brush tip
2. Pull down with pressure, reversing direction
3. Slide down on an angle on brush tip

1. Slide up on an angle with brush tip
2. Pull across and down with pressure
3. Slide back up on an angle with brush tip